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MELVIN S. DALTON
Interviewed 25 Sept 2003 by Rusty Salmon in Moab, Utah

Q (Rusty): What were your occupations during your working years?
A (Melvin): Basically, I ran a dry cleaning plant for 11 years. I worked at Atlas minerals,
the uranium plant, for 11 years. I was chief of police for 11 years. I like that eleven stuff,
I guess. Then I was over Atlas Security for 5 years.
Q: You are retired now?
A: Oh yes,
Q: Lets start with your earliest memories. How many children in your family and
where are you in the birth order?
A: I was the fourth in the family of nine.
Q: Who were your brothers and sisters?
A: My brother was Bertram, then Grant, Naomi, Mel, Emma Jean, George, Ellen, Merle,
and Anne. Now is that enough?
Q: Tell me about growing up in Moab.
A: Well, my dad was a cowboy and a rancher and gone a lot of the time. We’d lived on
an old dry farm up at La Sal. The school only went to the eighth grade up there. Just had
a one-room schoolhouse. When my older brothers and sisters got to that age, then they
sold the ranch and moved to Moab. I’ve been in Moab ever since except for the three
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years I was in the service. I’ve lived here and my life was just kind of a farm life; we had
chickens, pigs, cows, and horses and things like that. That’s pretty much what everybody
had here in the valley. No oiled roads. Everything was all graveled roads then and
actually very, very few cars in Moab when I was very young.
Q: How did your family get around?
A: My family never owned a car. We traveled back and forth but I’ve never known my
father and mother having a car, never. I was a kid in high school before I ever got to drive
a car. Shows you how much different things are nowadays. Kids can’t even walk around
a block.
Q: Did you use tractors?
A: We basically just used teams. When we went over to La Sal and back, when we
moved over there for the summer and back here for school, we went with a team and a
wagon. We did that up until I was about 14 or 15 when we finally sold out over there.
Our life was just like everybody else’s life; we ran around barefoot and sunburned.
School was the main thing; school activities, school dances, that type of thing. I can
remember when they got the theater here. That was really something to go downtown and
see a movie. Used to be one of the highlights of our life: getting enough money for a
movie ticket.
Q: What was downtown like at that time? How big was it compared to now?
A: It was real small compared to now but there are some of the old buildings that are still
down there. They’ve all been remodeled. You can recognize basically any of them. Moab
was probably around 900 to 1000 people at that time in my early life. I know that in our
graduating class there were 23 people and we thought that was a big graduating class.
Now they have maybe a couple of hundred in the graduating class.
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Q: Which high school and schools did you go to?
A: I went Grand County High School.
Q: Where was it located at that time?
A: Mainly the old building right down here that the school no longer uses was the high
school. The Central School was in some old buildings that has long been burned and torn
down. We went to Central School.
Q: This is all before the Middle School building on Center Street?
A: Right, we played our football games over here. We played on dirt; we didn’t play on
grass like they do today. Probably we had one of the last dirt football fields of any school,
as I remember it.
Q: Where did you play in relation to the Goodman house and some of those?
A: The old Goodman house was right over here but we played ball just across where the
softball fields are now. Sand burrs and goat heads. We were just right across the street
from the old Goodman house.
Q: Did you know the Goodmans?
A: You bet. Used to do little chores for them. Well, cleaning up, weeding and spading;
little garden spots and stuff for them.
Q: Then you joined the service after high school?
A: Yes, I joined the service in January 1942. I went into the Marine Corps.
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Q: Right after Pearl Harbor?
A: Yeah, the war had been going about a year when I went in. I was overseas about 2 and
_ years out of the 3 years in the South Pacific. I spent most of my time on a ship – antiaircraft gunner. All the big Navy ships always had a few Marines on them. I think that on
the ship I was on there were 58 Marines aboard that ship. I spent all the time in the South
Pacific.
Q: Then you came right back to Moab?
A: Yes, that’s what I wanted to do. I came back to Moab, met Ida, and built a building
out here to go in business with the dry cleaning and got married. Been in the hole ever
since.
Q: Tell me about meeting Ida.
A: I first met Ida the year I was 16 or 17. Her dad was cattle foreman at the Indian Creek
Cattle Ranch. Her mother was working there, feeding the ranch hands at the ranch. I’d
hired out to work as a ranch hand that summer. Ida was there helping her mother. She
was just a skinny little broomstick of a thing then. I didn’t see her basically until after I
got home from the service. She’d changed quite a bit and looked pretty good.
Q: Is she part of the Palmer family group from Monticello?
A: More of them are in Blanding. There is a distinct Palmer group in Monticello that is
no relation to those in Blanding.
Q: Did you have to go down there to see her, or was she up here?
A: I had to hitchhike down there to go see her. I didn’t have a car or anything. We’ve had
a good life though. I had to go borrow money to get married on and my uncle was
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ramrodding the bank. I always got the funny feeling that he was asking “What in the
world is he asking anyone to marry him when he has to come borrow money to go on a
trip?”
Q: Your uncle was the banker here?
A: Russell McConkie. Yes, he’s Faun McConkie’s father. Faun would be my first cousin.
My mother was the only girl in the family.
Q: After you and Ida got married, you started the dry cleaning and where was it
located?
A: Yes, It was located right out here on 300 East, the building is still there. My son uses it
as a workshop and garage now. This corner house right here, the log house, and then it’s
the next one.
Q: On 300 East, just off 100 North towards Center Street.
A: Yes, right.
Q: You built the building?
A: Yes, I built it.
Q: And started the dry cleaning?
A: Built it and went to school in Salt Lake for 8 months on dry cleaning and then started
up. It was quite a lot of hard work, but it wasn’t a bad business. It got where the
chemicals affected me internally and made me bleed internally and I had to quit. That’s
when I went to work down at Atlas Minerals.
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Q: I ‘m not sure if that’s one to the better. I don’t think any of them are any good.
You live dangerously.
A: At least I quit the bleeding.
Q: I’m sure it was far more toxic chemicals at that time. Was there enough business
in Moab for your dry cleaning business?
A: At that time, when I was in the dry cleaning business was when the boom was really
on here in Moab. People were really coming. During those years that I was there, I had a
good business.
Q: So that was in the fifties when you got into that business?
A: Actually in the late forties, I got into it. Probably got into it in late 1947.
Q: Where did you and Ida live at that time?
A: We lived in two or three places. We rented some apartment in Christenson’s down
town and then I rented a little while from my cousin and then this little house next door, I
bought it while I built this house.
Q: Just east of your current location?
A: I bought it and then when we had this house pretty much built, we sold it so we could
put some furniture and few things in here.
Q: What year did you build this one?
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A: I started building this in basically 1950. I built it out of ‘dobes. There hadn’t been a
‘dobe house built here in umpteen years. I just built the big style of Mexican ‘dobes. We
liked it, it’s very cool, easy to keep cool, easy to keep warm.
Q: Was there someone around here to show you how to make them correctly?
A: No. I just did it myself, trial and error. There was a guy here name of Bill Tibbetts,
that had made some ‘dobes in Old Mexico. He told me, and took me out and showed me
some areas where the dirt was real good for making ‘dobes. One of these areas was on a
ranch where Hecla subdivision is today. I got the ‘dobe mud just almost where Millers,
where that big supermarket is, Boomer’s. That’s where I got the mud from. And I made a
form and he let us use some of his irrigating water and we’d go spade some up; we’d run
some water in it; and that night, we’d go over and put straw in it and get in there and
stomp it all up with our feet and put it in forms. As soon as it would stand alone, we’d
take them out of the form and tip them up on their edge so they can dry. That’s what this
house is made of.
Q: That’s neat. What were the proportions?
A: They were 18 inches long and 12 inches wide and 4 inches thick. Kind of like a big,
flat brick. They weighed 50 pounds apiece. I took and weighed one of them. When you
look at the walls when you come in, you can see how thick my walls are.
Q: You mixed straw in with it; what were your proportions?
A: I just threw some in; the straw just helped to bind it together.
Q: I’ve never talked to anyone who’s made those, that is fascinating.
A: That’s a long ago past thing. We made them the old fashioned hard way, but that is
what kind of binds people together, their doing things together.
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Q: Did you have other help building the house?
A: Basically, just Ida and I built this house. I was scoutmaster at that time, too and ever
once in a while some of my scouts would come over and help me a little bit. I can
remember her eight months pregnant up shingling. Some of our neighbors hollering at
me, but she wanted to do it.
Q: If you were in the dry cleaning business when the boom started, lots of people
coming in, how did you see that as impacting and changing the town? What was the
first thing you noticed?
A: The first thing that you basically noticed was that there was a real increase in business.
Plus everywhere you’d go there were people you didn’t know and never seen before. I
don’t really know how many people were here during that time, but I do know this, they
slept in cars. I saw the two or three little cafés we had, I saw lines basically clear around
the block, waiting to get something to eat. I had a tent parked out in back, drying. We’d
been on a scout trip and got caught in the rain. In one day we had 2 or 3 people come in
off the street and want to rent that tent. Wanted to know if it was for rent. It just kind of a
sleepy little town and I think Moab handled it pretty good for not being prepared for such
a thing. All of a sudden there were thousands of people here. Everywhere you went. Man!
A lot of them had money and a lot of them had made money in mining things and a lot of
them were just looking to make money from nothing. It was good for business in Moab,
there’s no question about that. Moab went from what it was then to what it is today, that’s
a big change, still going.
Q: Now the people who came in, would you say they were generally as friendly or as
sociable as the people who had lived here?
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A: I liked them. I did, I never had any run-in with basically any of them. I’m sure there
were problems that I didn’t know about, but me personally the ones that I dealt with and
was around, I liked.
Q: Did they impact the infrastructure in any way so that it impacted you: water,
sewer, and all those things. Were you on a central system at that time? Did it cause
problems?
A: Well, I think the only problem that it caused was overloading the system. I do think it
overloaded the sewer system, no question about that. Another problem, too, was so many
people camped around that some of the areas got pretty messy from so many people and
so few facilities to handle them. It wasn’t the cleanest place in the world for a while until
they got kind of on top of things. Moab’s always been quite a progressive town, I think,
and, as I remember, they pitched right in and did the things that needed to be done.
Q: Did most of them feel that they were going to stay in Moab?
A: I’m not sure but what most of them were just coming here to get rich. There was the
biggest, wildest talk about getting rich. Well, and a lot of them did. A lot of them got rich
overnight. Man, you bet. By the same token, a lot of them lost a lot of money, too. I kept
so busy with the dry cleaning plant that I hardly ever had a time to get out in the hills to
stake any claims, but what few I did stake, I made good money on.
Q: Did you have to work those mines?
A: No, we just went out and staked them so we would have a claim on them and then
people would come and offer to buy them. We never had to do a thing except put some
stakes out and record them down. My mother was the recorder at the court house and it
was just a nightmare down there trying to keep all those claims recorded that they had to
do. But it changed Moab forever in the 1950s. It just changed Moab forever.
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Q: How do you see the influx as affecting the social structure, the groups, Rotary
Club, Chamber of Commerce and such, as well as the church populations?
A: I’m LDS and I know that it really affected our church. At that time, we had one ward
here that consisted of a couple or three hundred people, I don’t remember just how many.
During that boom, we went clear up to six wards. That’s a big influx of one church in one
valley. I think that the same thing was true in the other churches that were here.
Q: Were you involved in any of the groups, the Lions club, the Elks Club and such?
A: No, I wasn’t. I never belonged to any of them. I guess the church kept me so busy.
Well, I was young and put in the bishopric and then bishop and then all this other going
on. Time is limited. I’ve always those backed those type of clubs and I’ve seen the good
they’ve done in this valley.
Q: When did you move over to Atlas, was this out at the mill where you worked?
A: Right. I went out there sometime in the late 50s I went to the mill.
Q: What did you do out there?
A: Mainly, I worked in their lab, their control lab. We ran assays on the ore that they
were running through the mill all the time. We had a steady stream of samples coming in.
So they would know what to do in the mill, how high a grade of uranium and vanadium it
was. That was basically what I did the years I was there, just assay samples.
Q: If you were there eleven years, was that when it started to drop off the first
time?
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A: It stayed pretty steady as far as I remember during those times. The numbers of people
dropped off coming, the number of trucks hauling ore didn’t drop off any. Those were
good, prosperous years as far as money wise in this area.
Q: Do you have a guess as to how many people were employed out at the mill at that
time?
A: At one time, they had over 500 employees. That was counting their miners and their
mill workers.
Q: That was a big paycheck for Moab.
A: That was a big paycheck. If you worked for them your paycheck was a little better
than most jobs around. Standard of living went up. No question about that.
Q: And during all of this time your family was coming along; you were having kids.
Did you have farming area here at all?
A: No, during that time, I’ve lived here in this same place.
Q: What got you from Atlas to running for Chief of Police?
A: I didn’t run. The Chief of Police is an appointed job. They were having quite a lot of
trouble here; I don’t know just what all of it was. But there was a lot of trouble. At one
time, Atlas had a big fire down there that shut the whole mill down for six or seven
months. During that six or seven months while the mill was shut down and they were
repairing it, I worked as a deputy sheriff here in Grand County. As soon as the mill
started back up, I kind of liked the deputy’s job, but my job down there paid a lot more
money. You’ve got one thing to sell, and that’s yourself. So I went back to work at Atlas.
I hadn’t worked there very long when the mayor called me and asked me if I’d consider
taking the Chief of Police job here in Moab. I told him, I would take the chief’s job for
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the same salary that I got down here, but nothing less. He said he didn’t know whether
the city council would go for that or not. The next morning they announced on the news
that I was going to be the new chief. Well, I’d told him if he’d meet that salary, I’d take
it.
Q: Who was the mayor at this time?
A: Winferd Bunce.
Q: Who had been the chief of police before you?
A: A guy by the name of, I believe, Raymond Seismore.
Q: Had he been chief a long time.
A: No, he hadn’t been here very long and I don’t know very much about him. I just know
that there were some problems and he left.
Q: How large was this new department that you had just inherited?
A: When I inherited it, probably 2 people and one patrol car. The first thing they did was
to send me to the police officers standard and training school, which you have to have. So
here I am a brand new chief and I’m trying to go to school up there. I got one rookie and
one guy that had been on for a little while down here. The department grew by the time I
got fired; I probably had 6 men and about 3 or 4 patrol cars.
Q: Where were your offices located?
A: Right in the courthouse.
Q: But it was Moab City, not Grand County?
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A: Moab City Police and the Grand County Sheriff’s Department. They’ve been separate
forever.
Q: You now have your training done and you come back. What did you do to
change the position or increase your people?
A: Well, the town was growing and there was just a definite need for more patrolmen. I
worked on that, and I worked on getting them better pay so when they came, they’d stay.
I think as a rule that policemen have always been underpaid, and, as a rule, when councils
cut back, seems like they always look at the police department and the fire department as
things to cut back on. At least they used to. You had to fight for every penny you got.
You had to fight for every raise you got. During most of the time while I was chief, we
got our wages kept up. They weren’t quite as good as some of the others around, but they
were a lot better than some, too. And then I tried to get them into all of the schools they
had around. Utah does put on a lot of training sessions for policemen and I’d try to get
somebody to every one of those. I tried to go to all of the chief’s conventions and stuff
like that so I could kind of keep up and know who the chiefs were and know who could
help you when certain things came up. I think I did a pretty good job on some things and
a lousy job on others.
Q: What did you do a lousy job on?
A: I think maybe I don’t agree on the marijuana thing. The drug scene was just coming
on big. The drug culture to me kind of almost made a game out of it against the police.
And I was going to show them they couldn’t do that. In doing that, I pushed some things
that probably shouldn’t have been pushed. I think that drugs ought to be handled and
people should be arrested for dealing in them. I think that marijuana is not the harmless
little thing that everybody thinks now days, well some will talk about how it’s nothing,
you know. But it is something. If marijuana does nothing else, the thing that I notice most
about it is that it dulls people’s conscience. People lie that wouldn’t lie; people would
have girls that would have sex that wouldn’t have had sex without the influence of
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marijuana. Just something about marijuana that makes them think that everything they do
is okay. It’s okay to lie.
Q: So was there a big drug population during the 60s and 70s?
A: Yes, there was. I think that there was a lot more here than people realized. I made
quite a few drug arrests that kind of opened the eyes of a lot of people. I had the state
narcotics task force come down and set up their little things a time or two. Mainly just to
show, I mean by this time I knew we were not going to control it all. I felt like people
needed to know at least what I felt was going on.
Q: As a rural community, was most of it being imported or was it actually being
grown here?
A: There is always a little bit being grown here, but most of it came in.
Q: During your tenure as police chief were there any big dramatic cases and things
that hit the headlines?
A: I don’t want to mention any names, but there were a couple that kind of shook people
and the town up.
Q: The missing girl at Dead Horse Point?
A: That was before I was in there. That is still an interesting story. I think John Stocks
was sheriff then.
Q: Any other dramatic things during you time as chief of police?
A: While I was chief of police we had one murder and that was Annie Woodward. I
always felt bad that nothing ever came that it was solved, but it never was. That’s
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probably the one thing that was left undone that I would have liked to have seen finished
up.
Q: With the town the size it was then, were most things more routine then basically.
You probably had more traffic then by that point. Were there mostly traffic or civil
disturbances? Did you have a lot of theft?
A: Mining people in general, I always looked at them as good people. They are hard
working; they drink hard and they play hard. And they can get in trouble and they did.
There were fights and a few things like that from the mining people. During the period of
time that I was in there we never did; I don’t feel like we had any major problems with
them.
Q: Now you left being chief of police and went back to Atlas? You said you were in
security?
A: Yeah, I was in charge of the security out at Atlas Mill. I was in charge of their security
of their buildings in Grand Junction and then they sent me to Reno. They were buying a
lab and some other equipment down there and they sent me down to set up a deal so it
could all be protected until they took it over. So I was just kind of basically in charge. My
duties; I probably worked 2 days at the mill and the rest of the time out to the mines. I
mean they had millions of dollars in equipment out to all their mines. We needed to take
a look at it once in awhile to see if it was all still there. I really enjoyed that job.
Q: Did you have a force of men that worked for you, and how big a force?
A: I did have security guards at the mill, 24 hours each day, but not at the mines. About
half of the guards were women. I just pretty much had the mines to myself. It gave me a
chance to get acquainted with all the mine people and I’d get acquainted with a lot of
country where all their mines were. It was just a good experience for me.
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Q: When you were police chief you probably served under a number of mayors and
that was probably a certain amount of political pushing and pulling?
A: There’s always that. If you are going to be a police chief, you’re going to be pushed
and pulled around by the political process. That’s just part of it. Mainly I worked with
Winford Bunce and Harold Jacobs.
Q: And then when you went to Atlas you were in a more stable position?
A: No politics there.
Q: And then you retired from Atlas?
A: Uh huh.
Q: Have you ever had any government positions or worked on boards?
A: While I was working for Atlas, I was in the Utah Legislature for two terms.
Q: Representing Grand County?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you just travel up there while they were in session?
A: Yes, right.
Q: Anything dramatic during your representation of Grand County?
A: Well, there was still quite a lot going on in the mining up there. Atlas had 2 or 3 bills
in up there that they wanted you to work on and try to get passed.
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Q: What years did you serve in the legislature?
A: I believe it was1959 and the second term in 1961.
Q: Right during the prime time.
A: Right. Charlie Steen who kind of started all of this with his discovery, he was in the
state senate at the same time. I was in the legislative side and he was a senator.
Q: Did you like being in politics?
A: Well, yes and no. It was a good experience for me and I enjoyed it. I didn’t like being
away from home all that time. I don’t know, when it gets down to working out and
trading votes and you do this and I’ll do that, some of that gets a little ha ha ha. But that’s
part of the game. In general, I looked at it this way; laws got passed basically that people
wanted. Every year they pass so many new laws and I know they hurt somebody. But as I
look at the legislature year in and year out, generally, most of the laws are for the benefit
of the big share of the people, I think.
Q: During your time with Atlas or as police chief, when talking about interaction
with neighbor communities, possibly as police chief, did you interact a lot with other
chiefs, for instance in Monticello or Green River?
A: Mainly Monticello and Blanding and quite a lot in Emery County, which would sort of
be natural. And when we worked drug undercover things, it was usually 2 or 3 counties
working together on that. You know, if you don’t have some rapport with the San Juan
people and stuff here; San Juan County sits up here just a couple of miles you know. I
always felt like I worked real good with law enforcement in the other counties.
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Q: How about interaction with other government agencies like the BLM and Forest
Service and the Parks?
A: Usually that all came under the sheriff. My jurisdiction stopped at the city limits
unless basically you were in hot pursuit or something where somebody was going to get
away from you. The sheriff’s department was tied up with search and rescue and trails
and roads and all that stuff and not the city with the federal part.
Q: Were the city limits the same as they are now?
A: Oh, they’ve changed some. Not all that much.
Q: Since retirement, what are you doing that is interesting, fun and exciting now?
A: Well, I still do some camping and hunting and fishing. I have some daughters that
bought houses that had unfinished basements and I finished four basements.
Q: How about scouting? I remember people telling me that you were their
scoutmaster.
A: I was scoutmaster for 23 years. I’ve been in the scout program for 50 in some form or
another. I love scouting, a lot of great experiences in scouting.
Q: Have you stayed active as a scoutmaster?
A: I’ve stayed active in scouting until about 2 years ago. My hearing has got so bad I
could not understand little voices. I finally told them they just had to get somebody else.
It wasn’t fair that the kids would ask me questions and I’d have to run get my wife. It just
got to where it was better that they did. So the last couple of years I’ve been clear out of
it, but up until that time I was active.
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Q: What do you consider the best things about Moab, either now or during the
boom years?
A: Well, I’ll tell you if I was down and out, didn’t have a penny, I’d rather be in Moab
than any place I’ve ever been. Maybe all towns are this way, but I’ve seen more people
willing to help the down and out right here in this valley than any place I’ve ever been
and I think that’s a plus for Moab.
Q: That’s a great thing to say. On the flip side of the coin, what would you say are
the worst things about Moab?
A: Well, I’d hate to think there is any “worst things.” I’ve never really thought about it.
We have a lot of political differences among our people, but I don’t think that’s worst, I
think people have a right to have their opinions about what needs to be done. I don’t think
there are any worst things about Moab. I’ll just put it that way.
Q: Doesn’t sound like you’d like to live too many other places?
A: I am happy here. If they kicked me out, threw me out that way, I’d come back in this
way. I like it here; I like what’s here. I think Moab has a beauty within the radius of a few
miles that nobody compares with. We’ve got the prettiest mountain in the world; we’ve
got the prettiest skyline in the evening. That hill over there, you can drive up any evening
and you can get the prettiest sunsets there is to be shown almost any night in the world.
You’ve got the prettiest canyons. There is just no comparison. I’m just glad the Lord has
let me live here in this area.
Q: Have all your kids managed to stay here?
A: No, at one time every one of them left. They were all gone. Now four of them are back
and they love it and they don’t want to go anywhere else. The ones that live elsewhere, I
think are pretty happy where they are.
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Q: How many grandkids do you have now?
A: Twenty seven and that’s quite a crew when you get us all together. We have twelve
great grandchildren.
Q: Anything else you’d like to say to sum up?
A: I think the overall picture is: I look at Moab and I kind of dream about, well, wouldn’t
it have been nice if all this had never happened. But that isn’t the way it is. All of this has
happened and all of it has happened in a basic orderly fashion. The growth of Moab will
continue for a long time.
Q: You see growth as a good thing?
A: Yes, basically, I do. I mean, where are people going to live? Everybody says, well,
we don’t want them in our yard, but people have a right, I guess, to live and chose where
they want to live if they can afford there. I’m sure there’ll be a time in Moab when the
land will be so high that only rich people and maybe it’s already at that point. I look at
land that I was offered to buy for 10 dollars an acre when I was young and didn’t have 10
dollars to buy it with, didn’t make any difference. You see the price that it goes for now.
We bought 20 lots up by the golf course years ago, my wife and I. We bought them for
$2,000 dollars an acre and we sold them for $4,000 and thought we’d cut a wide swath.
Gee, you look at what they sell for now and ah well. Can’t worry about that. We made
money and felt good about being out of debt.
Q: It’s been very enjoyable spending some time with you. I’m sure this is going to
turn out to be a great interview.
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